Farm couples face suit to stop eviction by DOT for F-518 land

By RUD KOBERST Staff Writers

A rural Johnson County couple filed a suit in Johnson County District Court to prevent the state Highway Department from starting condemnation proceedings to acquire their property for use in the construction of F-518 highway.

Kenneth and Jeanne Moss, of Rural Home, argue in their suit that the DOT's condemnation is illegal and unauthoritative because they believe it is not needed and would not be used for any highway construction.

They said a company official told them "there was no plan for any highway construction" with the Mosses' home. The DOT had "told us they would not go through here," the Mosses said.

They said a company official told them "there was no plan for any highway construction" with the Mosses' home. The DOT had "told us they would not go through here," the Mosses said.

"There is no operation at all," the Mosses said. "The DOT has no plans to build a highway here." The Mosses said they have been living in their home for 29 years and believe the DOT has no right to take their property without their consent.

The couple said they have been living in their home for 29 years and believe the DOT has no right to take their property without their consent.

"There is no operation at all," the Mosses said. "The DOT has no plans to build a highway here." The Mosses said they have been living in their home for 29 years and believe the DOT has no right to take their property without their consent.

"We are not in favor of any change," the Mosses said. "We have no problem with the highway, but we want our property." The Mosses said they have been living in their home for 29 years and believe the DOT has no right to take their property without their consent.
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Senate rejects proposed African-stock referendum

By STEPHEN BENDIG

State Editors

A referendum proposal that would have let students support development of all stock held in corporate enterprises operating in South Africa failed to get the Senate's support Thursday night's session meeting.

But members of the African Liberation Support Committee (ALSC) said they would probably go ahead and schedule a referendum for May 1.

The resolution, which passed on the Senate floor, was sponsored by the University of Iowa Student Government.

However, the resolution failed to pass because it did not satisfy the Senate's requirements. The Senate requires that any referendum proposal be unanimously approved by the Senate before it can be referred to the student body for a vote.

But ALSC members did say they were aware of the reasons for the vote, and they were not dissatisfied with the Senate's decision.

"We prefer to have a referendum on this issue," said one ALSC spokesperson. "We're asking for your support because we believe it is a cause that we can win with the right public response."
PA. nuke's cost burden debated

Nader: Plant opened early for tax break

Anti-nuke parade is permitted

The University of Iowa
College Associates Council

BUDGET REQUEST DEADLINE

Monday, April 9, at 10:00 pm

BUDGET FORMS are available now in the College Associates Council office in the Union Activities Center.

Anyone with questions should contact John Pope, Treasurer, at 353-5467.

Any recognized student organization affiliated with the College Associates Council may apply for funds.

BIRKENSTOCKS. DON'T FIT LIKE SHOES. THEY DON'T FIT LIKE SANDALS. THEY FIT LIKE FOOTPRINTS.

With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit to your foot to walk around. But with BIRKENSTOCKS, you keep the strap loose, so your feet can move comfortably. Yet they won't slip around for fall off. And the cost is recoverable if you need them.

If feels like walking on a smooth beach.

You'll never know who is wearing them. Then come see us and try on a footprint of your own.

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

"The Daily Iowan--Iowa City, Iowa--Friday, April 6, 1979--Page 3"
Creationism bill: Sly evangelism

The nation's best Atlantic magazine (or the one we consider the best, Portuguese archipelago, Maryland legislature has been leaving itself a lot of room to maneuver on the issue of creationism). In the easternmost corner of the country, at least 10 states have enacted so-called "teaching creationism" laws, and the evolutionists in Manhattan are worried. Science may never be the same.

The latest news does not bode well for those who doubt the existence of the theory of evolution, but the laws do not mean that the science of evolution is under attack. It is likely that the laws will have a greater impact on public education than on scientific research. For now, it seems that the laws will be upheld in courts, but the evolutionists are not giving up easily.

Three Mile incident: Who foots the bill?

Now that the immediate danger of a nuclear incident has passed, some people have begun to think about the long-term effects of the Three Mile Island incident. Technical challenges will be daunting. There are many people who believe that the plant was damaged that material. The extent of the damage and the radiation leaks into the surrounding area were of health of workers and nearby residents will not be known for several years. Ongoing post-incident studies will be conducted and many sources will need to be investigated in order to understand how the plant has been affected by technical problems related to the incident. The three mile nuclear plant will be used as a case study for the future.

Letters

Read by To the Editor.

I enjoyed the article from Martin Brookes, who said he had visited the site two weeks before the incident. I think his observations about our prosperity for power generation in the future, especially since the Three Mile Island incident. However, I must question his point of view: that her evaluations of their system are too weak is a gross oversimplification. Yes, it is a fact that the Three Mile Island incident produces more than the amount of energy used by the plant.

Richard Menz

February 20, 2023

Selective recruiting already in place

In the blurb.

It's a small world after all. The marriage of Eugene and and the Iowa clergymen who want Iowa's public utilities. Although power stations have been made uncritically and as such, it is not clear that the companies don't pay the price of repairs.

Mark D. Brown

February 20, 2023

More advertising than complaint

In the blurb.

In this month's issue, Gene Goodson, the head of the National Advertising Review Office, made the point that companies are paying for their error. It is true that the utilities' management had made the mistakes, and that they are paying for their error. However, it is not clear that this is the correct approach.

Jane Friedman

February 20, 2023

Excessive sensitivity to fact of life

In the blurb.

I was thoroughly amused while reading Alon Shimshon's March 15 letter about the impact of public advertising on the real world. But not all advertisers are as clever as Shimshon. As an advertising executive who has been working in the field for many years, I can say that the real line is that the utilities have been making a profit from advertising and that they are not paying for their error.

Marc Benowitz

February 20, 2023

Letters policy

Letters to the editor must be: 500 words or less, typed double spaced, and signed. They will be published at the discretion of the editor.
Love provokes bitter humor in 'Triabades'

During the two-hour running time of 'Triabades,' the characters create equations ofoffee and alcohol as virtually the only means by which they can cope with the strains of their daily lives. The play's humor, black as black can be, combined with the conflict of the roles women are supposed to play, provides a theatrical drama that excellent as it is in even one hand, much of his work expresses an attitude of cruelty, and on the other, he always maintains the passion of his characters' lives, in an attempt for terror in the world. The play is a satire on the relationship between the two women, which is underlined by the fact that there is no need for a third person in the relationship. The characters are also polarized, one being the male-dominated system and the other being the female-dominated system. The play is a critique of the treatment of women in society, and it seems that the play is more important for its attitude than for its content.

Enquist's words, "I received the play for the decision of the Nobel Committee," are a call for the reversal of the situation of women in society, as in the case of the third person in the relationship. The play is a reflection of the situation of women in society, and it seems that the play is more important for its attitude than for its content. The play is a critique of the treatment of women in society, and it seems that the play is more important for its attitude than for its content.

The play's humor, black as black can be, combined with the conflict of the roles women are supposed to play, provides a theatrical drama that excellent as it is in even one hand, much of his work expresses an attitude of cruelty, and on the other, he always maintains the passion of his characters' lives, in an attempt for terror in the world. The play is a satire on the relationship between the two women, which is underlined by the fact that there is no need for a third person in the relationship. The characters are also polarized, one being the male-dominated system and the other being the female-dominated system. The play is a critique of the treatment of women in society, and it seems that the play is more important for its attitude than for its content.

The play's humor, black as black can be, combined with the conflict of the roles women are supposed to play, provides a theatrical drama that excellent as it is in even one hand, much of his work expresses an attitude of cruelty, and on the other, he always maintains the passion of his characters' lives, in an attempt for terror in the world. The play is a satire on the relationship between the two women, which is underlined by the fact that there is no need for a third person in the relationship. The characters are also polarized, one being the male-dominated system and the other being the female-dominated system. The play is a critique of the treatment of women in society, and it seems that the play is more important for its attitude than for its content.
Sleep is in sight for insomniacs

by JOLLY ROBERTS

Staff Writer

An estimated one-third of all adults suffers from insomnia, a sleep disorder that is defined as the problem that occurs when a person is unable to fall asleep, stay asleep or sleep well enough to feel rested (Sleep Foundation).

"Insomnia occurs when a person is unable to get the rest they need when they want it," said Thomas Weerts, a University of Iowa sleep specialist.

Weerts said sleep problems can result from a variety of factors, including anxiety, physical problems and a change in emotional or social conditions.

"It's a struggle that many people go through," Weerts said. "But we can make it a little easier by providing some tips to help people get a good night's sleep." (Iowa City Press-Citizen)

The problem of insomnia is also often compounded by other conditions, such as anxiety or depression. Weerts emphasized the importance of finding ways to manage these other issues, as this can help to improve sleep quality.

The University of Iowa Sleep Center has found that people who receive treatment for their insomnia report a significant improvement in their quality of life. In addition, people who receive treatment for their insomnia are less likely to have other health problems, such as cardiovascular disease or obesity. (Iowa City Press-Citizen)

Weerts said sleep problems can be treated through various approaches, including medication, therapy, and lifestyle changes. It is important to consult with a healthcare provider to determine the best course of treatment for each individual.

The University of Iowa Sleep Center offers a variety of services, including sleep studies, treatment for insomnia, and education programs. (Iowa City Press-Citizen)

In conclusion, we can see that insomnia is a prevalent problem that affects many people. By following these tips and seeking help from a healthcare provider, people can improve their sleep quality and overall health. (Iowa City Press-Citizen)
Suspect in Skid Row deaths held

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — A man described as a deranged, "psychotic male" was arrested Monday in Skid Row for murder after a woman identified him as the person who killed her and another man while they slept in a motel room.

Police Chief Daryl Gates said the suspect, 53-year-old Joseph Maule, a former "street arborist" and "housekeeper," was arrested on suspicion of murder and attempted murder.

Gates said Maule, who was booked into the county jail, had been known to the victim, a woman who died in her room at the Hollywood Motel.

Maule and another man, 46-year-old Donald Miller, were found dead in the room on Sunday morning.

The man described as a deranged, "psychotic male" was arrested Monday in Skid Row for murder after a woman identified him as the person who killed her and another man while they slept in a motel room.

Police Chief Daryl Gates said the suspect, 53-year-old Joseph Maule, a former "street arborist" and "housekeeper," was arrested on suspicion of murder and attempted murder.

Gates said Maule, who was booked into the county jail, had been known to the victim, a woman who died in her room at the Hollywood Motel.

Maule and another man, 46-year-old Donald Miller, were found dead in the room on Sunday morning.
Civil rights restricted

Peking dissident arrested

Peking (UPI) - Chinese authorities arrested a civil rights dissident in Peking's Tiananmen Square Thursday - the latest crackdown against freedom of speech - as the nation observed the 22nd anniversary of the liberation of Tibet.

A small group of Chinese intellectuals have been arrested recently - the latest being the arrest of the veteran democratic socialist, Li Peng, an outspoken critic of Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping.

The(D) dissident, known only as name and age, was arrested Thursday. He was accused of "inciting subversion of the state" and "planning for secret political activities abroad." He was later transferred to a government facility in Beijing.

Li Peng is not the first Chinese intellectual to be arrested. In recent months, several other Chinese intellectuals have been paraded before the press, including one who was accused of "inciting subversion of the state." The government has been accused of using such tactics to silence any criticism of its policies.

The arrests have sparked protests across the country, with many people expressing their support for the arrested individuals.

Liberal Arts Students: Do you have questions about...


Visit the Liberal Arts Advisory Office, 118 Schaeffer Hall.
Justice Dept. files competency-test brief in bias case

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Justice Department, emerging from a long delay dispute, affirmed Tuesday that Florida's new competency test in the courts is an illegal and unenforceable directive against its own employees.

The department said in a brief filed with the Florida Supreme Court that it has no authority to require the test, which it has been administering since 1984.

The Justice Department's brief, which is expected to be filed Tuesday, was the first indication that the department has taken a position on the issue since last November, when it filed suit to block the Florida Supreme Court's order that the test be administered to Florida state employees.

The department said in the brief that the test is a violation of federal law and that it has no authority to administer the test.

The department also said that the test is a violation of the First Amendment and that it has no authority to enforce the test.

The department said in the brief that the test is a violation of the First Amendment and that it has no authority to enforce the test.

The department also said that the test is a violation of the First Amendment and that it has no authority to enforce the test.
WASHINGTON (CQ) — The Senate voted 75-22 Thursday to overturn a Supreme Court decision that forbade political parties from spending unlimited amounts of money on ads to support or oppose candidates up to eight weeks out from an election.

The amendment was approved by Sen. John Bentsen, D-Texas, which he said "would reverse the right of voluntary prayer in public schools." The amendment was introduced on a bill pending in the Senate for the second time.

The vote on the bill was not reported until the Senate adjourned from an Easter recess.

DOONSBURY

DOE ARMED ATTACK! DON’T BE KWIT, BOY! THE FEDS ARE TAKING YOU UP TO THE POLICE PRECINCT FOR DEMOCRACY PRISON WITHOUT JAIL! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO ME?

Postscripts

Meetings, recitals

The Carolina Opera Company presents a recital at 8 p.m. Saturday at the Salle Des Etoiles in the Forum. The program features solo performances by soprano, mezzo-soprano, and baritone. The recital will last about 90 minutes. For information, call (919) 831-6000.

19TH CENTURY LITERARY CONCERT

The 19th Century Literary Concert will feature readings by Henrik Ibsen and other authors from the 19th century. The event will take place at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Carolina Opera Company. The concert will last about 90 minutes. For information, call (919) 831-6000.

DIANE WEBSTER-SANDERS

DIANE WEBSTER-SANDERS, a former member of the Carolina Opera Company, will sing a selection of songs from the 19th century. The event will take place at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Carolina Opera Company. The concert will last about 90 minutes. For information, call (919) 831-6000.

KANTOREI

Don V Moses, Conductor

The Carolina Opera Company presents a recital at 8 p.m. Tuesday at the Salle Des Etoiles in the Forum. The program features solo performances by soprano, mezzo-soprano, and baritone. The recital will last about 90 minutes. For information, call (919) 831-6000.

SONATA FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN

The Carolina Opera Company presents a recital at 8 p.m. Thursday at the Salle Des Etoiles in the Forum. The program features solo performances by soprano, mezzo-soprano, and baritone. The recital will last about 90 minutes. For information, call (919) 831-6000.

The Night of the Tribades

By Peter Osterkamp

Old Armory Theatre

April 4th & 7th at 8:00 PM

Tickets required. Four at Wunderl Box Office.

UNI RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION PRESENTS

JETHRO TULL

IN CONCERT WITH SPECIAL GUEST U.K.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18TH AT 8:00 P.M. UNI-DOME

TICKET OUTLETS:

1. Ticketmaster, 820 W. Franklin, Chapel Hill
2. Civic Center, 300 S. Main St., Raleigh
3.atical, 200 N. Academy Rd., Greensboro
4. Walden Bookstore, 1500 E. PO Box 930, Pittsboro
5. Dunn’s Department Store, 800 S. Main St., Greensboro
6. Asheville Music Hall, 141 Biltmore Ave., Asheville
7. Carolina Theater, 200 S. E. Front St., Raleigh
8. Carolina Playhouse, 200 E. Front St., Raleigh
9. Carolina Music Hall, 200 S. E. Front St., Raleigh
10. Carolina Opera Company, 200 E. Front St., Raleigh

ALL SEATS RESERVED

$8.50 — $7.50 — $6.50

$5.00 at the door of the UNI-Dome

SCHOL & UNI-DOME PRODUCTIONS

Friday Special 3 - 5 pm

$2.00

Pitchers

Red - Blue Ribbon - Miller's
White - Black Ribbon - Old Style
技术和 Green Ribbon - Old Style

Free POPCORN 3 - 5 PM EVERY DAY

No Cover Charge

JOE'S PLACE

Hardee's Sunday Super Deal!

BIG TWIN and a Medium Coke for 97c Sunday, April 8 between 5 & 10 pm.

STEAK and SHRIMP Sale

STEAK and SHRIMP Sale

SUPER SIRLOIN Sale

SOLD OUT

Price: $3.39

Reg. $3.89

Reg. $3.49

Reg. $3.79

Sale ends April 8.

Spring Sale at Ponderosa

Now you can save on these three delicious dinner entrees: Steak & Shrimp, hearty T-Bone or delicious Sirloin steak. Each dinner includes a baked potato, warm

E R O T I C & R U D D O W N S

with you in mind.

at the Pleasure Palace

318 Kirkwood

adults only

(919) 354-4797

Hardee's Plaza Centre One

Friday, April 8, 1979
Survey: Gasoline costs 62.9-95.9

By Deirdre Press International

The cheapest gasoline in the nation is 62.9 cents a gallon for regular listed at one station in Houston, according to the National Association of Tire Dealers.

The highest price of 95.9 cents a gallon was at a station in Seattle.

A few rural stations also reported prices more than 90 cents a gallon. The lowest price reported was 62.9 cents a gallon in Detroit, Michigan.

In most parts of the country, however, prices were close to the national average. A few reported more than 80 cents a gallon in the last seven days.

Survey stations in Chicago also reported the highest prices, with regular gasoline topping 90 cents a gallon. The lowest reported price was 62.9 cents a gallon in Houston.

In past years, the survey has been conducted over a longer period of time, but in recent years, it has been shortened due to the peak driving season.

The survey is conducted weekly by the National Association of Tire Dealers.

Accents rate big at Oscar time

Hollywood (1171) — The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences has announced the 88th Academy Awards presentation will be held on March 25 at the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood.

The ceremony will feature performances by actors, musical acts, and other entertainment. A few winners have been announced including best actor and actress in the best picture categories.

Some winners, generally thought to be the Academy Awards, have been announced for the past two years. The best actor and actress in the best picture categories have been awarded.

The Academy Awards are presented annually by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The ceremony is held in honor of outstanding achievements in film.

The University of Iowa School of Music presents:

IOWA BAROQUE PLAYERS

Betty Mathe, flute
Leonard LaFrance, violin
James Lanier, viola
Robert Miller, cello
Edith O'Neill, basso do camera
Jocelyn Reiter, mezzo-soprano

Music in London, 1720-1740

Sonatas & solo pieces for flute, oboe, and violin Songs for voice and harpsichord

Trio Sonatas for violin, oboe, and continuo

SUNDAY April 8 8 pm
Harper Hall, School of Music
Free Admission
No tickets required

Smart money

Take stock in America. Big U.S. Savings Bonds

Oriental Cuisine that Satisfies

Try one of our Gourmet Dinner - for example: Moo Goo Gai Pow

Enjoy a delightful Before or After Dinner drink by the Waterfall in our exquisite Hung Par Lounge.

Ming Garden

129 West 13th Street

Limited number of tickets still available.

H.E.C. & Roll Mouse Present:

EAMYLLOW "The Hot Band"

The Very Best in Live Rock & Roll

FREE BAND MATINEE Featuring:

PATRIOT with John Thomiess
25c Hot Dogs 5-50c
Next Week
MAINSTREET
Women tracksters host only home meet

RAW TEXT END
China Thursday made 'Olympics' Song. a broad concession towards Taiwan in a bid to solve the participation problem in the Olympics under the name of Pearl China.

The Chinese government, according to sources. is said to have decided to extend an invitation to Taiwan to participate in the Olympics in the near future. This move is expected to be welcomed by many people in Taiwan who have expressed their desire for a peaceful solution to the Taiwan issue.

Reporting from Peking would be three key starters returning Sunday's home game with the Wisconsin at 12 p.m. on Senior House.

There must be a game at Western for one year.

FAMOUS EX-COP FEELS GOOD KNOWING LITE BEER IS BEHIND BARS.

Eicher florist

Specials

Pompous

Regular $4.50 per bunch

NOW $3.25

Watch for Spring Supplement

Lester honored as MVP

By JERRY DUNN

Sports Editor

For the second straight year, Bruce Lester was the obvious choice for the Most Valuable Player award for the Black Hawks.

Lester was named Most Valuable Player at the annual awards banquet Thursday night along with other team members. Lester, who has amassed 1,423 career points, was honored for his All-Conference and All-Big Ten Academic first team. Lester was also named to the All-Big Ten second team.

The Chicago native scored 21 points during the 1980-81 season, an All-Big Ten honor. Lester finished fifth in the conference scoring with 21 points and 12 rebounds. Buckley leading scorer in the second straight year. Lester was also given the award for most valuable player by the local media.

Lester has scored 1,423 points in his career at Iowa and has led the team in scoring for the all-time scoring record of 1,423 points held by Ben Bolick. In Big Ten play, he has led the career points and should become the 15th player to score over 1,000 points in the league.

Lester was named Most Valuable Player at the annual awards banquet Thursday night along with other team members. Lester, who has amassed 1,423 career points, was honored for his All-Conference and All-Big Ten Academic first team. Lester was also named to the All-Big Ten second team.

The Chicago native scored 21 points during the 1980-81 season, an All-Big Ten honor. Lester finished fifth in the conference scoring with 21 points and 12 rebounds. Buckley leading scorer in the second straight year. Lester was also given the award for most valuable player by the local media.

The quality mentioned above is in just one of many which has gained the Time Window rating above Infinity, Dyaknak, ESR, KFF, Coleman, and Advent, ARIA and the Paper.
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Five kills in Illinois, Even shoot down with a perfect score.

Briefly

A rocket hit the oil well, according to the ministry.

A rocket hit the oil well, according to the ministry.